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IT has been repeatedly remarked by various 
writers that the polarization of elastically-scat
tered nucleons, calculated in first Born approxi
mation, is zero. It is also of interest to examine 
in the Born approximation the polarization of par
ticles with higher spins. 

The formal reason for the appearance of new 
selection rules for the polarized states is the 
Hermitian nature of the scattering amplitude in 
the Born approximation. If, in the unitarity rela
tion for elastic scattering (cf. reference 1) 

M (n2, n1)- M+ (n1 , n2) = ;: ~ M+ (n2, n) M (n1, n) dn 

we neglect the right member, as a quantity quad
ratic in the scattering amplitude, we get 

If the scattering is described by a (Hermitian) 
Hamiltonian, this relation also follows from the 
fact that the scattering amplitude is the matrix 
element of the Hamiltonian calculated with plane 
waves. 

(1) 

Similarly, when besides elastic scattering there 
is also possible the reaction 

a + a' --+ b + b', (2) 

the unitarity relations for the scattering and reac
tion amplitudes given in reference 3, after neglect 
of terms quadratic in the amplitudes, provide the 
relations 

Maa (n2, n1) = M;t(ni> n2), 

kaMba {n2, n1) = kbM;tb(n1, n2). 

Mbb (n2, n1) = Mtb(ni> n2). (1a) 

Here Maa and Mbb are the amplitudes for the 
elastic scatterings a + a' - a + a' and b + b' -
b + b', respectively; Mba is the amplitude for 
the reaction (2), and Mab is the amplitude for the 
inverse reaction. 

Following references 2 and 3, we shall charac
terize the spin states of the particles before and 
after the reaction by the polarization tensors 
pJk_J'M' (before the reaction) and PKNK'N' 
(after the reaction). The values of JM and J' M' 

show the rank and projection component of the po
larization tensors for particles a and a', respec
tively; the values of KN and K'N' show the rank 
and projection component of the polarization ten
sors for particles b and b'. As has been shown 
in the papers referred to, 

1 ~ KJMJ'.W (0) PKNK'N' = - .LJ KNK'N' (n2. nl) PJMJ'M'• 
crba JMJ'M' 

where 

Oba = Sp {Mba p< 0lM/t,}; 

K~~f::JJ: (n2, n1)=Sp {Mba(n2, nl)SJMSJ'M' 

X Mta (n2, n1) T/(NTkw }, 

and also there follows from time reversibility the 
following relation for the coefficients K: 

k~K~~'f:::'j;. (n2, n1) 

= ( -1 )l+M+J'+M'+K+N+K' +N'kgKJ=J'.r ~:=f.t: (ni> n 2). (3) 

The operators OJM• OJ'M'• TKN• TK'N' are ir
reducible tensor operators in the spin spaces of the 
respective particles a, a', b, b'. 

From the condition (1a) of the Hermitian nature 
of the scattering amplitude and the Hermitian prop
erties of the tensor operators ( TqK = ( -1 )KTq-K) 
it is not hard to get another relation for the coeffi
cients K: 

k~K~~f.~:·(n2, n1) 

= (- l)M+M'+N+N' k~Kt:J'.r J:=J!r: (n1, n2)· 

Comparing the relations (3) and (4) we see that 
JMJ'M' KKNK'N' = 0 if the sum J + J' + K + K' is odd. 

(4) 

We have obtained the selection rule for the 
polarized states in the reaction (2). It is not hard 
to get from the first and third of the relations (1a) 
a similar selection rule for the elastic channels of 
the reaction. 
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